
OPINION ESSAY ABOUT THE DEATH PENALTY

(May 30, ) - The death penalty is a sentence that should be abolished. Should we do to the criminal as they did to the
victim? Is there a chance that the.

Thus, taking the life of innocent people, we become murderers. History over the years has taught us of many
different ways on how to control or punish people who do not follow the rules and laws imposed by society
and courts. This proves that when working as a correction officer and you have to execute people it can be
very traumatic and hard to get over which causes stress. Before that, Maryland abolished the The topic of the
Death Penalty made some think about its light and dark sides, the idea as a whole, and the way it applies to
states or localities like mine being North Carolina. Should the UK reintroduce the death penalty The death
penalty is used in 53 countries including China and 31 states within the USA to punish capital offenses. Death
Penalty: to Be or not to Be? There is no statistical data about the number of people killed as a result of their
criminal acts, but there is the possibility that an innocent person can become the victim of the death penalty.
People actually stand outside cheering on the stop of someone's Resulting in a decrease in the crime rates. To
sum up, although capital punishment has some disadvantages, I think that it proves to be the best way of
controlling criminals, lessening governmental expenses and preventing other people from doing crimes. The
government is considerably more in favor of the death penalty because of the costs. Without going into the
details of any given judicial system, there are number of reasons to support both sides of the argument. In my
opinion, the death penalty is absolutely contrary to moral principles and it is not able to bring us closer to
justice. If the country The form of execution also has changed throughout time. He made the argument that his
eighth and fourteenth amendment rights were being violated. Rubin, and Joanna M. In this case they should be
given a second chance to improve themselves. We greatly value our own lives so should the lives of others
belong in our hands? The death penalty is one of the cruelest types of criminal punishment, which is
performed with the help of different methods such as hanging, electrocution, and lethal injections. Posted on
March 25, by trojanvaleria The degree of civilization of the society is always determined by the attitude to
women, children and the elderly.


